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What I do
• Product management and data architecture for scalable cloud infrastructure to

• The underlying intent of making data from different OEMs findable, accessible, 
interoperable and reusable (“FAIR”) is very hard to scale without a lot of industry 
collaboration, which must be actively promoted and nurtured.

• Academia, government, nonprofits: Please don’t reinvent the wheel; engage.
• Admittedly, it’s often hard to know what efforts already exist; work needed on this front.



Pre-Competitive Collaborations that drive my work

• AgGateway (aggateway.org): Standards
• ADAPT framework for format conversion (adaptframework.org)

• ASABE (asabe.org)
• Committees on Precision ag, Sustainability, Irrigation Mgmt., Ag electronics

• Agricultural Industry Electronics Foundation (AEF, aef-online.org)
• Research Data Alliance (rd-alliance.org) and its Interest Group / 

Community of Practice on Agricultural Data (IGAD)
• Biodiversity Information Standards (TDWG, tdwg.org)
• International Organization for Standardization (ISO)

• Technical Committee 23, Subcommittee 19 (Agricultural Electronics)
• Strategic Advisory Group on Smart Farming



Toward a working definition of Smart Farming

Data-driven, principled decision-making
in agricultural value chains

occurring as
multi-objective optimization

in the context of
global

Volatility
Uncertainty
Complexity
Ambiguity

Climate change
Input price volatility
Harvested commodity price volatility
Supply chain interruptions
Logistics challenges
Decreasing resource base (land, water, etc.)
Regulatory context

Examples of objectives to maximize Profitability
Sustainability
Compliance (e.g., regulatory)

Causes or manifestations

Crops
Livestock, aquaculture, pollinators
Food processing, input mfg., etc.Examples of scope



Why are standards needed in Smart Farming?

Artificial intelligence 
Cybersecurity 

Food loss and waste 
Climate

Cross-cutting technologies and topics 

• As the complexity of agriculture grows, the number of stakeholders and 

the complexity of information flows does too. 

• This interconnection implies exchanges of information among crop input 

manufacturers, retailers, producers, their customers, various service 

providers, the grocery retailer, and even on to consumers, who 

increasingly make purchasing choices based on the availability of such 

information.

• Modern farms use machinery and software systems from multiple 

manufacturers. As a result, producers must deal with a multitude of 

mutually-incompatible proprietary data formats, code lists, etc. 

• Standardized interfaces and data formats are required for 

interoperability.

• Another important matter is how to make the advances of Smart 

Farming available to a greater number of people. For example, how do 

smallholders fit here? How can smart farming help advance the SDGs?

Core statement
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ISO’s SAG-SF
§ Standardization is essential for the widespread adoption of 

Smart Farming (SF) and the achievement of the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs).

§ Due in great part to cross-domain interoperability requirements, 
the standards landscape in Smart Farming is fragmented, 
incomplete, and susceptible to poorly-coordinated efforts. 

§ ISO is aware of this and has created the Strategic Advisory 
Group (SAG-SF) to address these concerns.

§ The primary deliverable of the SAG-SF is a Standardization 
Roadmap

§ The SF Standardization Roadmap will help ISO approach this 
area in a strategically well-organized and orchestrated way, 
considering existing ISO work and its TC structure.

§ Many National Standardization Organizations share this opinion 
and have nominated experts to work in the ISO SAG. 
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Goals for the Roadmap on Smart Farming
• Describe the standardization 

landscape around Smart Farming 
across the entire food value chain 
in the context of the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs).

• Identify gaps where standardization 
is needed.

• Recommend actions and priorities 
for standardization activities.

• Publication of the results (i.e., the 
roadmap document).
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SAG-SF Subgroups 

• Subgroups can be staffed by
• SAG SF core and consultative group 

members, 
• other relevant experts from the 

countries of the SAG SF members
• relevant experts from TCs and SCs 

in the Consultative Group
• experts from organizations we have

• The number of Subgroups arose 
from the themes found in the scope 
Items.

• Limited size as to be manageable 
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Terminology and Semantics



What do we want to enable through standards?

Capabilities: An effective model for discussing architecture among business 
and IT stakeholders
Note: The model shown above is incomplete work in progress.



Zooming in: Core Reference Data Management



Zooming in: Core Service Infrastructure



Zooming in: Core grower-facing services



A little more about Capability Modeling
• Identify the underlying people, processes, 

information and systems that enable the capability.
• Specify scope, goals, challenges and responsibility 

of stakeholders
• Assign levels of maturity and performance to the 

capabilities; use heatmaps to analyze / discuss.

Note: The work and examples shown were made with Capability Modeler, part of the Trisotech Digital Enterprise Suite (www.Trisotech.com)



The Coalition Can Get Involved

Through an organization liaison
• We can establish liaisons with organizations and bring 

experts to the Consultative Group and Subgroups. 

Directly
• Through your country’s standards agency
• Through ISO TCs and SCs, if you are active in ISO
• Through the Subgroups, as a country expert
• Send us your ideas and questions

• SmartFarming@iso.org

Questions?
• Email me at andres.ferreyra@syngenta.com


